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Abstract
We develop a systematic method of directly embedding supermembrane wrapped around
a circle into matrix string theory. Our purpose is to study connection between matrix
string and membrane from an entirely 11 dimensional point of view. The method does
neither rely upon the DLCQ limit nor upon string dualities. In principle, this enables
us to construct matrix string theory with arbitrary backgrounds from the corresponding
supermembrane theory. As a simplest application of the formalism, the matrix-string
action with a 7 brane background (Kaluza-Klein Melvin solution) with nontrivial RR
vector field is given.
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1. Introduction
Supermembrane is expected to play a pivotal role in the quest for the fundamental de-
grees of freedom of the conjectured M-theory. For example, in Matrix theory [1] as
the first concrete proposal along such direction, the matrix-regularized form of light-
cone supermembrane action is reinterpreted as the effective theory of D-particles in the
infinite-momentum frame boosted along the compactified 11th direction. In particular,
the diagonal elements of matrix coordinates are identified with the transverse coordinates
of D-particles. This means that the membrane itself is boosted along the compactified
direction as a whole. In this picture, it is not possible to see fundamental strings directly.
Although we assume that the off-diagonal elements would correspond to fundamental open
strings attached to D-particles, it is difficult to exhibit such properties from the viewpoint
of the regularization of membrane world volume. In the context of the so-called DLCQ
limit, this is not unreasonable, since in this limit the length of open strings connecting
D-particles must be regarded as being far too shorter than the typical string scale ℓs, and
therefore the stringy behavior of the open strings does not manifest itself. In spite of
some nontrivial confirmations to two-loop order [2][3] on the behaviors of graviton in the
DLCQ limit, it is not at all clear whether this theory gives the complete description of
gravity in 11 (and even in 10) dimensional space-time.
On the other hand, in matrix string theory [4] which followed the proposal of Matrix
theory, fundamental strings regain the role of the basic degrees of freedom. This was
originally explained, on the basis of the Matrix theory conjecture, by combining T and
S-dualities with the flipping of the compactified direction from 11th to 9th, which is now
transverse to the light-like directions. Namely, the T-duality converts D-particles into
D-strings. Then, D-strings are turned into fundamental (F) strings after using S-duality
and making an inverse T-duality transformation. Also the D-particle quantum number
is understood as electric flux. Direct visibility of fundamental strings in this way ensures
that gravity is consistently described in the sense of 10 dimensional space-time, to the
extent that matrix string is reducible to ordinary light-cone string [5] in the weak string
coupling limit gs → 0. However, as in the case of Matrix theory, the situation in 11
dimensions is quite obscure.
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Now if we recall that fundamental string can also be understood, at least classically,
as double-dimensionally reduced membrane [6] from 11 dimensions, it is natural to ask
whether and how precisely matrix string is related to such reduced membrane. We expect
that the wrapped membrane should be directly mapped to matrix string without invoking
duality arguments. This is not a trivial question, and to the best of our knowledge, such a
possibility has never been studied in the published literature. We think that clarification
of this correspondence will be important and useful for at least three reasons: (1) First
of all, it is of intrinsic interest of its own to check overall consistency between the web
of string dualities and the membrane-string connection from a purely 11 dimensional
viewpoint. (2) It would provide a new hint on the treatment of the dynamics both of
membrane and of matrix string, especially, with respect to the nature of the large N limit
of matrix string theory, and also on the nature of its decompactification limit gs → ∞,
by clarifying the meaning and role of the off-diagonal elements of matrix string variables.
(3) From a more practical point of view, it would help us to formulate the matrix string
theory on general backgrounds, given the corresponding formulation of supermembrane,
going beyond linearized approximation. All of these can be a first step towards the more
crucial task of deriving 11 dimensional gravity from membrane-matrix-string theories.
With this motivation, we develop a systematic method of directly relating the wrapped
(super)membrane to matrix string. Basically, we show that the off-diagonal matrix vari-
ables of matrix string theory are directly identified, in the large N limit, with the higher
Kaluza-Klein modes with respect to the world-volume momentum along the wrapped di-
rection. This provides us a general prescription of embedding arbitrary membrane action
into matrix-string action in the large N limit. We also briefly study the nature of the
double dimensional reduction of supermembrane quantum-mechanically. Our discussion
shows that the double-dimensional reduction is a subtle problem which is common to
the infra-red reduction from matrix string to the ordinary light-cone string theory in the
weak coupling limit. As a simplest application of the general correspondence for the ex-
tension of the theory to nontrivial backgrounds, we discuss the matrix-string action in
the background, so-called Kaluza-Klein Melvin solution, representing a 7-brane with a
Ramond-Ramond (magnetic) vector field of arbitrary strength.
In the next section, we start from a brief review of light-cone supermembrane theory
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and then discuss its compactification on a circle and quantum mechanical reduction. Some
preliminary discussions on the quantum-mechanical double dimensional reduction, which
is based on a strong-coupling expansion, is given in Appendix A. In section 3, we discuss
the correspondence of membrane with the matrix string and present a general formula
which enables us to map arbitrary trace-integrals of the matrix string variables into the
corresponding integrals over the membrane volume. In section 4, we derive the matrix-
string action for a 7-brane background with magnetic RR vector field. The relation of
our result with previous works in the linearized approximation is briefly summarized in
Appendix B. In the final section, we conclude the paper with discussions on remaining
problems and future possibilities.
2. Light-cone supermembrane and its compactification
It is well known that the light-cone dynamics [7] of supermembrane, in the sector of fixed
total longitudinal momentum P+, is summarized by the following effective action.
A =
1
ℓ3M
∫
dτ
∫ 2πL
0
dσ
∫ 2πL
0
dρ L,
w−1L = 1
2
(D0X
a)2 + iψγ−D0ψ − 1
4
({Xa, Xb})2 + iψγ−Γa{Xa, ψ}, (2.1)
where the covariant time derivative D0 is with respect to gauge field A0 : D0X
a =
∂τX
a−{A0, Xa} and the spatial index a runs through 1, 2, . . . , 9. The density function w
is introduced in the gauge fixing process such that the longitudinal momentum P+(σ, ρ)
satisfies P+(σ, ρ) = P+w(σ, ρ)/L2. The bracket notation is defined by
{Xa, Xb} = w−1(∂σXa∂ρXb − ∂ρXa∂σXb).
The time coordinate τ is related to the light-cone time by
ℓ3MP
+τ/(2πL)2 = X+, (2.2)
such that the total center of mass (transverse) momentum P a contributes to the Hamil-
tonian in the standard form,
P−dX+ =
((P a)2
2P+
+ · · ·
)
dX+.
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The membrane tension 1/ℓ3M is assumed to be the fundamental M-theory scale, namely
ℓM = g
1/3
s ℓs in terms of the standard string theory parameters up to some numerical
constant. We assumed that the space-time dimension is 11. This is justified if we can
establish the validity of the double-dimensional reduction quantum-mechanically in the
limit of small compactification radius, as we discuss later. We use the purely real Majorana
representation for the Γ matrices (γ± = (Γ
10±Γ0)/√2, (Γ0)T = −Γ0, (Γ10)T = Γ10, (Γa)T =
Γa). In ref. [7], everything is dimensionless. We recovered dimensions by normalizing the
spatial world-volume parameters (σ, ρ) as
0 ≤ σ ≤ 2πL, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 2πL,
∫
dσdρ w = L2
with L being some arbitrary length parameter, which will later be chosen to be the radius
of the compactification circle. Note that the arbitrariness of L is manifest in the action:
L can be eliminated from the action by performing the rescaling τ → L2τ, σ → Lσ, ρ →
Lρ, ψ → ψ/L. For simplicity, we choose the density function w(σ, ρ) to be constant so
that w = (2π)−2, by assuming that the topology of membrane is simply torus. In this
convention, the Lagrangian density is dimensionless. The supersymmetry transformation
law is given by
δǫX
a = −2iǫΓaψ,
δǫψ =
1
2
γ+(D0X
aΓa + γ−)ǫ+
1
4
{Xa, Xb}γ+Γabǫ, (2.3)
δǫA = −i2ǫψ.
The Gauss-law constraint derived from this action by the variation with respect to the
gauge field A0 gives the constraint corresponding to the area-preserving diffeomorphism
(APD) which is the residual reparametrization symmetry δXa = {Λ, X}, δA0 = ∂0Λ +
{Λ, A0}, etc, after fixing to the light-cone gauge. More precisely, the Gauss-law constraint
{D0Xa, Xa}+ i{ψ, γ−ψ} = 0 (2.4)
is the integrability condition for the equation determining the longitudinal coordinate X−.
The latter is
ℓ3M
(2πL)2
P+∂jX
− + ∂τX
a∂jX
a + iψγ−∂jψ = 0 (2.5)
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which is locally equivalent with the condition (2.4). When there exist topologically non-
trivial cycles on membrane spatial world-volume, we have to further impose the global
constraint of the form ∮
dσj (∂τX
a∂jX
a + iψγ−∂jψ) = 0 (2.6)
to ensure that X− is periodic along the cycles.‡ Of course, if the X− itself is compactified
as in the DLCQ treatment which is not adopted in the present paper, the right-hand side
should be proportional to integers times the corresponding compactification radius.
Now we study the situation where one, 9th, of the transverse directions is compactified
along a circle by assuming this direction to be the ‘eleventh’ direction of M-theory. We
set the radius of the circle to be L = gsℓs, by identifying it with the arbitrary parameter
of the membrane action. Then, of course, L becomes a physical parameter. Denoting the
9-th coordinate by Y = X9(σ, ρ, τ) and choosing the world-volume coordinate ρ along the
Y -direction, the compactification amounts to the condition
Y (σ, ρ+ 2πL, τ) = 2πL+ Y (σ, ρ, τ). (2.7)
We denote the remaining eight transverse directions (1, 2, . . . , 8) by the indices i, j, k, . . . .
Classically, the double dimensional reduction assumes that everything is ρ-independent,
∂ρX
i = 0, ∂ρA = 0, ∂ρψ = 0, ∂ρY = 1.
The action then reduces to
A =
2πL
ℓ3M
∫
dτ
∫ 2πL
0
dσ
[1
2
(∂0X
i)2− 1
2
(2π)4(∂σX
i)2+ iψγ−∂0ψ− i(2π)2ψγ−Γ9∂σψ
]
. (2.8)
By the identification (2π)3L/ℓ3M = 1/2πα
′ which is kept finite in the limit L→ 0, and by
rescaling σ → Lσ, τ → Lτ/(2π)2 and also by a change of normalization of the fermionic
coordinate ψ, this is nothing but the standard world-sheet action of the light-cone super-
string in the Green-Schwarz formalism.
The naive double-dimensional reduction completely ignores the nonzero momenta
along the compactified direction ρ. It is, however, important to note that quantum
‡ In ref. [8], it was emphasized that we should supplement the term D0X
− to the lagrangian in the
presence of winding. We drop this term, since it is a total derivative, as long as we assume periodicity
for X−, and hence does not play any substantial role below.
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mechanically the suppression of higher momentum (Kaluza-Klein) modes along the ρ
direction can not be so straightforward. One might naively expect that, just as the usual
Kaluza-Klein compactification in ordinary field theory, the modes with nonzero momenta
along the compactified direction would be suppressed by the large masses of order 1/L
viewed from lower dimensional space. This is not the case in the double compactification
of membrane. It is simply not possible to apply this standard argument to the membrane,
since there arises no mass term in the usual sense. Instead of the ordinary mass term, we
have the leading quadratic terms in the potential part of the action as
1
4
{X i, Xj}2 → 1
4
(
(∂σx
i + ∂σX
i)∂ρX
j − (∂σxj + ∂σXj)∂ρX i
)2
→ 1
2
(∂σx
i)2(∂ρX
j)2 − 1
2
(∂σx
i∂ρX
i)2 + · · · , (2.9)
where we have separated the zero mode part xi(σ) by making the shift X i(σ)→ xi(σ) +
X i(σ, ρ). Naively, this form behaves as σ-dependent mass terms for nonzero modes X i.
However, whether ignoring higher modes on the basis of this is justified seems a subtle
question.§ A possible approach is to show explicitly that the effective theory after in-
tegrating over the infinite set of the higher modes is given by the superstring action in
the limit L → 0. Since i∂ρ ∼ O(1/L), we see that the strength of the fluctuations of
nonzero Kaluza-Klein modes is in fact proportional O(L). However, the Gaussian fluc-
tuation generically gives rise to an order O(L0) contribution to the action, owing to the
dependence of the coefficients on the (σ-dependent) zero modes. This cannot be neglected
since the reduced action itself is of the same order O(L0) as long as α′ is fixed in the limit
L→ 0.
Note that the relevant expansion here is essentially the strong-coupling expansion
with respect to the (gauge) coupling g ∼ 1/L = 1/gsℓs → ∞ as gs → 0. The weak
coupling perturbation theory (or semi-classical argument) is not suitable. As discussed
in Appendix A, it is easy to check that, in the leading order in strong-coupling 1/g ∼ L
expansion, integrations over the higher modes precisely cancel between the bosonic and
fermionic modes, leaving the double-dimensionally reduced action, except possibly at the
§ The subtlety here is of the same nature as has been discussed in ref. [10] for infrared reduction of
D = 4, N = 4 Yang-Mills theory to a conformal field theory. The problem is common to the reduction
to orbifold string from matrix string.
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point where (∂σx
i)2 vanishes. Such points would just correspond to where interactions
are occuring by the joining or splitting of strings. In the membrane picture with one more
dimension, this kind of topology change would correspond to a smooth dynamical process
at the vicinity of the interaction point.
However, strong coupling perturbative expansions in continuum field theory such as
we encounter here are necessarily singular due to its ultra-local character, and hence
it is not easy to rigorously justify the double-dimensional reduction in this way. We
give a preliminary discussion on the higher-order effects in the strong coupling expansion
in Appendix A. In any case, our argument implies that supersymmetry is very crucial
for justifying the double-dimensional reduction quantum-mechanically: In the limit of
vanishing string coupling L→ 0, the susy transformation law for the zero modes reduces
to the ordinary linear transformation law, since the nonlinear term {Xa, Xb}Γabǫ which
is the only possible term correcting the susy transformation law is of order L2/L = L,
and hence the zero mode action must take the ordinary form without any correction.
This also shows that the critical dimension of supermembrane theory is D = 11 in the
limit of vanishing compactification radius.¶ In the case of bosonic membrane, there is
no cancellation as above and the integration gives complicated (singular) contribution for
the zero mode xi, and hence it does not seem possible to justify the double-dimensional
reduction quantum-mechanically.
Justification of the double-dimesional reduction is not the main concern of the present
work. Rather, we would like to establish some direct relation between the compactified
membrane and the large N limit of matrix string theory. To prepare for our discussion
about this direction in the next section, let us make more explicit how the compactified
direction Y behaves in the action. Using the same scaled variables as the naive double-
dimension, the full action is
A = (2π)2/ℓ3M
∫
dτ
∫ 2π
0
dσ
∫ 2πL
0
dρ
(1
2
(D0X
i)2 +
1
2
(D0Y )
2 − 1
4
{X i, Xj}2 − 1
2
{X i, Y }2
+iψTD0ψ + iψ
TΓi{X i, ψ}+ iψTΓ9{Y, ψ}
)
, (2.10)
where the Poisson bracket is now defined as {A,B} = ∂σA∂ρB − ∂ρA∂σB because of
¶ In preparing the present manuscript, the work [9] appeared, discussing the critical dimension of
bosonic membrane on the basis of the ordinary perturbative treatment of (bosonic) membrane.
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the rescaling. Note that in this form the action is invariant with respect to a global
rescaling of two-dimensional space (τ, σ) → (λτ, λσ) with ψ → √λ−1ψ. The light-cone
gauge condition γ+ψ = 0 implies ψγ− =
√
2ψT . We have changed the normalization of
the fermion field to eliminate the factor
√
2.
To take the condition of compactification into account, we redefine the Y coordinate
by making a shift
Y → ρ+ Y. (2.11)
After this shift, all world-volume fields are assumed to be periodic with respect to ρ. The
terms affected by this substitution are
1
2
(D0Y )
2 → 1
2
(∂0Y − ∂σA− {A, Y })2,
1
2
{X i, Y }2 → 1
2
(∂σX
i − {Y,X i})2,
ψTΓ9{Y, ψ} → −ψTΓ9(∂σψ − {Y, ψ}).
Thus the final form of the action is, after rescaling ρ by ρ→ Lρ,
A = (2π)2L/ℓ3M
∫
dτ
∫ 2π
0
dσ
∫ 2π
0
dρ
[1
2
F 20,σ +
1
2
(D0X
i)2 − 1
2
(DYσX
i)2 − 1
4L2
{X i, Xj}2
+iψTD0ψ − iψTΓ9DYσ ψ + i
1
L
ψTΓi{X i, ψ}
]
(2.12)
where now the covariant derivatives and the field strength are defined as
F0,σ = ∂0Y − ∂σA− 1
L
{A, Y }, (2.13)
D0X
i = ∂0X
i − 1
L
{A,X i}, (2.14)
DYσX
i = ∂σX
i − 1
L
{Y,X i} (2.15)
and similarly for ψ’s. This is nothing but the two-dimensional gauge theory of APD, where
(A0 = A,A1 = Aσ = Y ) plays the role of gauge field and the inverse compactification
radius 1/L is the gauge coupling constant. The (infinitesimal) gauge transformation is
δAr = L∂rΛ + {Λ, Ar}, δX i = {Λ, X i}, δψ = {Λ, ψ}. (2.16)
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At this point, the reader must recognize that the structure exhibited here is very
close to that of matrix string theory. Indeed, if Poisson bracket is replaced by matrix
commutator, it seems that the above action formally reduces to the matrix string action.
However, the usual correspondence between U(N) matrices and the two-dimensional phase
space (σ, ρ) does not work here. If it worked, the theory would have been reduced to
0 + 1 dimensional matirx theory, but matrix string theory is a two(=1+1)-dimensional
gauge theory. A resolution of this small puzzle will be given in the next section by
establishing a new direct correspondence between the two, which is an extension of the
familiar correspondence introduced in [7].
3. Correspondence of wrapped membrane with matrix string
In order to motivate our method, let us first start from considering the Poisson bracket
between a zero (x(σ)) and a nonzero mode part X(σ, ρ) which is Fourier-decomposed as
Xj(σ, ρ) =
∑
n
Xjn(σ)e
inρ,
{xi, Xj}(σ, ρ) = ∂σxi∂ρXj(σ, ρ) =
∑
n
∂σx
i(σ)Xjn(σ)ine
inρ. (3.1)
We compare this expression with the commutator in matrix string theory:
[xi(θ), Xj(θ)]nm = (x
i
n(θ)− xim(θ))Xjnm(θ) (3.2)
between xi with only diagonal matrix elements xinn ≡ xin and a generic matrix with
nonzero off-diagonal elements.
Suppose we consider a long string which satisfies the orbifold condition
xik(θ + 2π) = x
i
k+1(θ), (k = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1), xiN(θ + 2π) = xi1(θ) (3.3)
for N ≫ 1. Then it is natural to identify the diagonal components xin(θ) with the
membrane zero mode xi(σ) by
xi(σ) =


xi1(θ), 0 ≤ σ ≤ 2π/N
xi2(θ), 2π/N ≤ σ ≤ 4π/N
.
.
.
xiN (θ), 2(N − 1)π/N ≤ σ ≤ 2π.
(3.4)
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For sufficiently large N and for generic k, ℓ such that |k − ℓ| ≪ N , this leads to
xik(θ)− xiℓ(θ) = xi(σkℓ +
1
2
(σk − σℓ))− xi(σkℓ − 1
2
(σk − σℓ))
= (σk − σℓ)∂σxi(σkℓ) = 2(k − ℓ)π
N
∂σx
i(σkℓ), (3.5)
where we set as
σk =
2(k − 1)
N
π +
θ
N
, σℓ =
2(ℓ− 1)
N
π +
θ
N
(3.6)
and
σkℓ = (σk + σℓ)/2. (3.7)
This shows that the commutator (3.2) of matrix-string theory and the Poisson bracket of
doubly compactified membrane is identical in the large N limit under the correspondence
{xi, Xj}n(σ) ≡
∫
dρ
2π
e−inρ{xi, Xj}(θ, ρ)↔ i(2π
N
)−1[xi, Xj]kℓ(θ) (3.8)
with
n = k − ℓ, σ = σkℓ = k + ℓ− 2
N
π +
θ
N
, (3.9)
by identifying the matrix element Xkℓ with the n(= k − ℓ)-th Fourier mode
Xjn(σ) = X
j
kℓ(θ), (3.10)
which obeys the condition
X ikℓ(θ + 2π) = X
i
k+1 ℓ+1(θ) (3.11)
corresponding to the decomposition (3.4). This provides us a first hint for a direct mapping
between membrane and matrix string. Namely, we start from the the diagonal elements
(zero modes) and include the off-diagonal elements (higher Kaluza-Klein (KK) Fourier
modes), gradually from near to far off-diagonals.
Our next task is to check whether this correspondence can be generalized to brackets
between arbitrary functions of ρ. Let us first rewrite the general commutator between
two matrices with nonzero off-diagonal components as
[X i, Xj]kℓ = X
i
kmX
j
mℓ −XjkmX imℓ
= X ik−m(σkm)X
j
m−ℓ(σmℓ)−Xjk−m(σkm)X im−ℓ(σmℓ) (3.12)
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Then, by using
σkm = σkℓ +
m− ℓ
N
π, σmℓ = σkℓ +
m− k
N
π,
we find (σ = σkℓ)
[X i, Xj]kℓ(θ) = X
i
km(θ)X
j
mℓ(θ)−Xjkm(θ)X imℓ(θ)
= X ik−m(σ)X
j
m−ℓ(σ)−Xjk−m(σ)X im−ℓ(σ)
+X ik−m(σ)
(m− k)π
N
∂σX
j
m−ℓ(σ) +
(m− ℓ)π
N
∂σX
i
k−m(σ)X
j
m−ℓ(σ)
−Xjk−m
(m− k)π
N
∂σX
i
m−ℓ(σ)−
(m− ℓ)π
N
∂σX
j
k−m(σ)X
i
m−ℓ(σ) (3.13)
+O(N−2).
After the summation over m (making the shift m → −m + ℓ + k), the first line van-
ishes, while the second and the third terms give the n(= k − ℓ)-th Fourier mode of the
corresponding Poisson bracket,
i(
2π
N
)−1[X i, Xj]kℓ ⇔
∫
dρ
2π
e−inρ{X i, Xj} (3.14)
with the same identification (3.9) between the mode numbers in the large N limit and
the world-volume coordinates.
The dictionary of the correspondence is thus summarized as
Long string of matrix string theory Doubly compactified membrane
Tr 1
N
∫ 2π
0 dθ
∫ 2π
0 dσ
1
2π
∫ 2π
0 dρ
iN
2π
[A,B] {A,B}
Akℓ(θ)
∫ dρ
2π
e−inρA(σ, ρ)
k − ℓ n
θ σ = (k+ℓ−2)π
N
+ θ
N
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Essentially, the off-diagonal matrix elements of matrix string are nothing but the higher
Kaluza-Klein momentum modes, and the average value of row and column indices in-
dicates the position with respect to the σ world-volume coordinate. The σ space of
periodicity 2π is decomposed into N segments of length 2π/N . Because of this, the in-
tegral over θ together with the trace operation can cover the spatial world volume of the
membrane. Note that the segments corresponding to the off-diagonal elements (k, ℓ) with
even k + ℓ and odd k + ℓ, respectively, are shifted by half unit π/N from each other.
In the above table, we assumed that the indices k and ℓ take generic values such that
|k − ℓ| ≪ N . When N is finite, we have to specify the appropriate boundary condition
with respect to the period of θ including the boundary region of the indices. Only natural
choice, which is of the form of gauge transformation and is consistent with the above
condition (3.11), is
A(θ + 2π) = SA(θ)S†, Skℓ = δ
(N)
k+1 ℓ , (SS
† = 1, SN = 1) (3.15)
where the Kronecker symbol δ
(N)
k ℓ should be understood as being valid modulo N with
respect to the matrix indices k, ℓ.‖ For generic off-diagonal matrix elements, this coincides
with (3.11) and also with the original orbifold condition for diagonal elements. To preserve
the modulo N property exactly including the off-diagonal elements, however, it becomes
necessary to modify the assignment of σ-coordinates such that the off-diagonal elements
can also be regarded as fields on the base σ-space. For example, the above boundary
condition (3.15) indicates that the matrix element A1N(θ) with shift θ → θ + 2π is
continued to A2 N+1(θ) = A21(θ), the first Kaluza-Klein mode {Ak k+1(θ)} in terms of the
membrane picture. Similarly, A2N (θ) is continued to A3 N+1 = A31 which is the second
Kaluza-Klein mode. In general, this shows that the Kaluza-Klein modes are cut off such
that the KK mode number does not exceed N/2.
This modulo N property (SN = 1) requires the following modifications of the naive
correspondence explained in the table. First, we require that all the fields be periodic
under the shift σ → σ + π, since the shift of the matrix indices k → k +N or ℓ→ ℓ+N
is equivalent to the shift σ → σ + π. In the usual treatments of matrix string theory, off-
‖ Actually, there is a phase degree of freedom of the form δ
(N)
kℓ
exp[(i(βk − βℓ)θ)]. The phase can
however is absorbed by redefining the field A(θ).
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diagonal matrix elements are completely neglected except at the interaction points, and
then the orbifold boundary condition would not be important for off-diagonal elements.
However, when the off-diagonal elements are kept on equal footing with the diagonal
ones as in the present work, the half periodicity is a natural requirement in order to
satisfy the orbifold condition (3.15) if we interpret the matrix variables as fields on the
σ space. Note that the half period can equivalently be formulated as the truncation of
the Fourier modes with respect to σ to only even modes. This is a consistent reduction
in quantum theory, since it is closed under arbitrary algebraic manipulation. Also the
quantum states of light-cone strings represented by the diagonal elements are not reduced
at all, provided that one makes appropriate redefinition of operators both for zero and
nonzero modes, because of global scale invariance remaining in light-cone string theory.
Similarly, the change of periodicity can also be trivially done on the side of membrane,
without changing the string-theory parameters, by using the global scale invariance of the
action with respect to two-dimensional base space (τ, σ).
The second modification is that the ρ space must be discretized so that we can restrict
the KK momentum |n| up to |n| ≤ N/2. Thus, instead of a circle, the ρ space must be
assumed to be a ZN ‘clock’ space, ρ ∈ [2πn/N ] (n = n + N). In the large N limit, the
clock space would smoothly be approximated by a continuous circle. To summarize these
two modifications, the right hand column in the first line of the above table should be
understood as ∫ 2π
0
dσ
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
dρ→ 2
∫ π
0
dσ
1
N
∑
ρ∈ZN
. (3.16)
Correspondingly, the right hand column in the third line should also be modified to
∫
dρ
2π
e−inρA(σ, ρ)→ 1
N
∑
ρ∈ZN
e−inρA(σ, ρ). (3.17)
With these modifications, the appropriate assignment of the σ-coordinate, correspond-
ing to the treatment of the off-diagonal elements as Kaluza-Klein fields on the base σ-
space, can be given as follows:
When N =odd,
σ =


(k+ℓ−2)π
N
+ θ
N
, |k − ℓ| ≤ N−1
2
(k+ℓ−N−2)π
N
+ θ
N
, |k − ℓ| > N−1
2
(3.18)
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When N =even,
σ =


(k+ℓ−2)π
N
+ θ
N
, |k − ℓ| ≤ N
2
(k+ℓ−2)π
N
+ θ
N
, k − ℓ = N
2
(k+ℓ−N−2)π
N
+ θ
N
, k − ℓ = −N
2
(k+ℓ−N−2)π
N
+ θ
N
, |k − ℓ| > N
2
(3.19)
We have used the modulo N property in translating the σ coordinate by π for the off-
diagonal matrix elements with |k− ℓ| ≥ N/2. In the following, in order to avoid unneces-
sary complications, we always use the notation of the naive correspondence. But for finite
N , all the above modifications must be tacitly assumed.
Under these caveats, we can now establish the following general formula between the
integral of traces of matrix string variables and the corresponding membrane variables.
1
N
∫
dθTr(M (1)(θ)M (2)(θ) · · ·M (ℓ)(θ)) (3.20)
=
1
2π
∫
dρ
∫
dσ exp
[
− i π
N
∑
ℓ≥i>j≥1
(∂σj∂ρi − ∂ρj∂σi)
]
M (1)(σ1, ρ1) · · ·M (ℓ)(σℓ, ρℓ)
∣∣∣
σi=σ,ρi=ρ
.
In order to prove this, let us first consider a product of two arbitrary matrix-string
fields A(θ), B(θ).
(AB)kℓ(θ) =
∑
m
∫
dρ1
2π
∫
dρ2
2π
e−i(k−m)ρ1e−i(m−ℓ)ρ2
×A(σk ℓ(θ), ρ1) exp((m− ℓ)π
N
←
∂ σ) exp(
(m− k)π
N
→
∂σ)B(σk ℓ(θ), ρ2).
Here the exponential differential operators appeared to take account of the difference of
the σ coordinates of the two fields, and the σk ℓ(θ) is the σ-coordinate determined by the
indices k, ℓ as above. By making a change of integration variables (ρ1, ρ2)→ (ρ = ρ1, ρ˜ =
ρ2 − ρ1), this can be rewritten as
(AB)kℓ(θ) =
∑
m
∫
dρ
2π
∫
dρ˜
2π
e−i(k−ℓ)ρe−i(m−ℓ)ρ˜
×A(σk ℓ(θ), ρ) exp((m− ℓ)π
N
←
∂ σ) exp(
(m− ℓ)π
N
→
∂ σ)
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× exp((ℓ− k)π
N
→
∂ σ) exp(ρ˜
→
∂ ρ)B(σk ℓ(θ), ρ)
Performing the ρ˜ integral (sum) which leads to Kronecker δ constraint m− ℓ = −i∂ρ, we
can eliminate the summation over m and further make the partial integral (sum) over ρ,
we arrive at the formula
(AB)kℓ(θ) =
∫
dρ
2π
e−i(k−ℓ)ρ
(
A(σk ℓ(θ), ρ) exp[−iπ
N
(
←
∂ σ
→
∂ ρ −
→
∂ σ
←
∂ ρ)]B(σk ℓ(θ), ρ)
)
(3.21)
where the derivatives on the exponential inside the big bracket act only within the bracket.
Note that this general expression is valid for finite N too under the replacements explained
before. In particular, the exponential operator exp[− iπ
N
(
←
∂σ
→
∂ ρ −
→
∂σ
←
∂ ρ)] and those ap-
peared in the above manipulation are all well defined in the discrete clock space ZN since
the eigenvalues of i∂σ are even integers. Thus the naive correspondence, including the cor-
respondence between commutator and Poisson bracket which motivated our discussion, is
naturally extended to finite N theory with modulo N property. For example, expansion
in 1/N trivially gives the correspondence (3.14).
Now, applying the above product formula to a general multiple product, we obtain
∑
i2,i,3,...,iℓ
M
(1)
i1i2(θ)M
(2)
i2i3(θ) · · ·M (ℓ)iℓiℓ+1(θ) =
∫
dρ
2π
e−i(i1−iℓ+1)ρ exp
[
− i π
N
∑
ℓ≥i>j≥1
(∂σj∂ρi − ∂ρj∂σi)
]
M (1)(σ1, ρ1) · · ·M (ℓ)(σℓ, ρℓ)
∣∣∣
σi=σ,ρi=ρ
,
(3.22)
where σ = σi1+ii+1 . Taking trace of this expression implies i1 = iℓ+1 and
∑
i1=iℓ+1
∫
dθ/N =
∫
dσ, so that we arrive at the promised formula (3.20). Although the formula does not
look manifestly cyclically symmetric, we can easily prove cyclic symmetry using partial
integrations
∑ℓ
i=1 ∂ρi =
∑ℓ
i=1 ∂σi = 0: Indeed, the exponentiated differential operator in
the formula can be replaced by
exp
[
− i π
N
∑
ℓ≥i>j≥2
(∂σj∂ρi − ∂ρj∂σi)
]
= exp
[
− i π
N
∑
ℓ−1≥i>j≥1
(∂σj∂ρi − ∂ρj∂σi)
]
(3.23)
which allows us to cyclically change the positions of the matrices located at ends inside
the trace.
We note that the above formulas are very similar to the well known Moyal product but
are not identical: The similarity comes from the resemblance of our identification of KK
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modes and σ-coordinate with matrix indices to the Wigner representation of matrices.
The difference comes from our asymmetrical treatment of the base space coordinates σ
and ρ, in that the former is combined with the base-space coordinate θ of matrix fields
while the latter is not (and is discretized for finite N). Note that the combination of σ
and θ is directly responsible to the orbifold condition on the matrix-string side.
Now, using the above formula, we can derive, for instance, the correspondence
1
N
∫
dθ STr
(
[M (1)(θ),M (2)(θ)][M (3)(θ),M (4)(θ)]M (3)(θ) · · ·M (ℓ)(θ)
)
= − 1
2π
(2π/N)2
∫
dσdρ {M (1)(σ, ρ),M (2)(σ, ρ)}{M (3)(σ, ρ),M (4)(σ, ρ)}
×M (3)(σ, ρ) · · ·M (ℓ)(σ, ρ)(1 +O(1/N2)) (3.24)
in the large N limit, where the symmetrized trace (STr) means to treat the commutators
in the left hand side as single matrices. The fact that the correction is of order O(1/N2) is
owing to the symmetrized trace. Using this and similar formulas, we can convert arbitrary
terms of the membrane action into the corresponding ones of matrix string theory in the
large N limit. Thus it is clear that most symmetry properties of the supermembrane
theory are also valid in the matrix-string representation interpreted in our way up to the
order O(1/N2) corrections, provided that the symmetry transformation can consistently
be expressed using the matrix-string degrees of freedom. Furthermore, when the theory
is extended to various nontrivial backgrounds, the corresponding symmetries should also
be ensured in similar ways.
It is now straightforward to map the supermembrane action into matrix representa-
tion by using the established correspondence. Using (3.20) (in particular (3.24)), the
membrane action (2.12) is rewritten as, up to O(1/N2) corrections,
A =
(2π)2L
ℓ3M
∫
dτ
2π
N
∫ 2π
0
dθTr
(1
2
F 20,θ +
1
2
(D0X
i)2 − 1
2
N2(DθX
i)2 +
1
4L2
(
N
2π
)2[X i, Xj]2
+iψTD0ψ −NiψTΓ9Dθψ − 1
L
N
2π
ψTΓi[X
i, ψ]
)
, (3.25)
where
DθX
i = ∂θX
i − i 1
2πL
[Y,X i], (3.26)
D0X
i = ∂τX
i − i N
2πL
[A,X i], (3.27)
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F0,θ = ∂τY −N∂θA− i N
2πL
[A, Y ], (3.28)
and similarly for fermion variables. By performing the redefinition
τ → τ/N, L→ L/2π, ψ →
√
Nψ,
the N dependence is eliminated and the action is reduced to the standard matrix-string
theory action. Assuming that the physical light-cone time X+ must be independent on
N , this rescaling of the time coordinate requires, by the relation (2.2), that the total
longitudinal momentum P+ scales with N as
P+ → NP+ (3.29)
which coincides with the correct scaling for the matrix-string theory interpretation. Namely,
the diagonal matrix elements of X i represent a fundamental string bit in the large N limit
and consequently the total longitudinal momentum is proportional to the number N of
the string bits.∗∗
In this way, we have succeeded to derive the matrix-string theory in the large N limit
directly from the supermembrane action. One might wonder what is the relation of this
method with that based on the standard method [11] of compactifying general matrix
models of D-branes. The above result shows that each segment, parametrized by θ, of the
σ-space corresponds to the collection of an infinite number of image space of a D0-brane.
The θ parameter is nothing but the conjugate coordinate to the winding number of the
image spaces. At this point, we would like to remind the reader of the fact that usual
matrix models of D-branes should however be regarded as the effective low-energy descrip-
tion of D-branes keeping only the lowest modes of open strings. Then, results obtained by
the standard prescription should also be regarded as being rigorously valid only in some
special situation such as in the DLCQ limit, where the low-energy approximation can be
trusted. In contrast to this, our method is basically independent of any such assumptions,
and hence it seems reasonable to expect more general applicability of our method than
the standard approach at least in the context of establishing connection between matrix
string and membrane.
∗∗ As discussed in the Appendix of the first reference in [4], the normalization of the matrix-string action
in the convention where explicit N dependence is completely eliminated gives P+ ∝ N in agreement with
(3.29).
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We note also that our identification of the off-diagonal components of matrix strings
with the Kaluza-Klein modes of membrane along the compacfied direction is consistent
with the usual approach based on T- and S-dualities, which suggests that the off-diagonal
components would correspond to the fluctuating fields associated with bound states of
D0 and F1 string bits.†† Indeed, D0 charge is carried by the Kaluza-Klein momentum
along the compactified M-theory. If we assume further that each string bit can only carry
the smallest unit of Kaluza-Klein momentum, the mass of the fluctuating field should be
proportional to |∂σx|/gs, which is indeed the case as exhibited in (3.1).
In the language of matrix string theory, the interaction of strings in the limit of small
gs has been shown to be understood as resulting from the world-sheet instanton effect [12]
where the coincident diagonal matrix elements are permuted. By our mapping between the
membrane picture and matrix-string picture, the singular topology change of the strings
corresponding to the vanishing of ∂σx
i in the membrane picture is now mapped into this
instanton effect in the matrix-string picture. However, we have to keep in mind that
the same difficulty as we have discussed in connection with quantum-mechanical double-
dimensional reduction of membrane still remains in reducing the matrix string action to
the light-cone string action by integrating over the off-diagonal matrix variables. Also,
the fact that membrane should actually be interpreted as the second quantized theory by
the matrix representation is equally true as in the ordinary matrix regularization. As in
the latter case, taking the large N limit of the matrix string theory should really amount
to providing a proper way of defining the supermembrane theory.
Finally, we have to recall that, for the existence of longitudinal coordinate X−, the
condition (2.6) must be imposed along the ρ-direction. This will be important for dis-
cussing the dynamics. Keep in mind however that, in a finite N approximation, there is no
obvious counterpart to this condition, since at least apparently the Gauss-law constraint
for finite N cannot be interpreted as the integrability condition.
†† To our knowledge, there has been no literature discussing explicitly the physical meaning of the
off-diagonal components of matrix string theory. Only reference which is related to this question seems
to be [12], where it is shown that the one-loop quantum fluctuation of the off-diagonal components leads
to D0-D0 creation.
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4. Matrix-string theory action in nontrivial background: An example
We have emphasized that one of the possible merits of establishing direct correspondence
between membrane and matrix string is that it enables us to write down the matrix-string
theory in nontrivial backgrounds, since on the side of membrane we can in principle know
the form of the action on arbitrary background which satisfies the field equation of 11
dimensional supergravity [13]. Indeed, one of the natural methods of studying string
theory in the presence of nontrivial RR backgrounds has been to start from supermem-
brane in 11 dimensions and to perform classical double-dimensional reduction. In this
section, as a simplest nontrivial application of our method to this direction, we construct
the matrix-string action in a RR background which is called Kaluza-Klein Melvin (flux
7-brane) background. Recently, the backgrounds of this type have become a focus of some
interests in connection to the possible duality relation between type 0 and II theories. See,
e.g., [16, 17, 18].
The Kaluza-Klein Melvin background in 10 dimensions is obtained from the flat space-
time in 11 dimensions by the compactification with non-trivial topology. We pick up two,
say, 7th and 8th, of the transverse coordinates and make the following identification
mixing them with the compactified 9th coordinate:
(r, y, ϕ) ≃ (r, y + 2πLm,ϕ+ 2πqLm+ 2πn) (4.1)
where y ≡ x9 and x7 + ix8 = reiϕ. That is, we combine the 2πL shift in the y-direction
with the 2πqL rotation in the x7-x8 plane. For our later purpose, it is more convenient
to define the coordinates which are single-valued in the y-direction:
x7flat + ix
8
flat = e
iqy(x7 + ix8), ψflat = e
− q
2
Γ78yψ (4.2)
where the subscript ‘flat’ denotes the original coordinates of flat 11-dimensions, which after
imposition of the periodicity condition (4.1) are no more single-valued when qL 6= integers
(in the case of fermion when qL 6= even integers). Because of this, the system after this
transformation can describe a nontrivial curved background. The 11-dimensional metric
after this transformation is given as
ds211 = −dt2 + dx21 + · · ·+ dx26 + dr2 + r2(dϕ+ qdy)2 + dy2 + dx210. (4.3)
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Following the standard relation between the metric in 11 dimensions and the string-
frame metric, dilaton and RR 1-form in 10 dimensions
ds211 = e
−2φ/3ds210 + e
4φ/3(dx11 + Aµdx
µ)2, (4.4)
we observe that the 10-dimensional string-theory background corresponding to the above
11D metric is given as
ds210 = f(r)[−dt2 + dx21 + · · ·+ dx26 + dr2 + r2f−2(r)dϕ2 + dx210]
eφ = f 3/2(r), Aϕ = qr
2f−2(r)
f(r) = (1 + q2r2)1/2 (4.5)
The RR vector field is magnetic, and both 10 D metric and the dilaton are nonpoly-
nomial. Since the fermion can acquire −1 (∼ anti-periodic boundary condition along
the y-direction) under the shift of q, the meaningful range of the magnetic charge q is
−1/L < q ≤ 1/L. Since our purpose here is only to demonstrate a simple application
of our formalism for nontrivial backgrounds, we assume the ordinary periodic boundary
condition for spinor field ψ. To treat the case of antiperiodic boundary condition, it is
necessary to modify our prescription appropriately. We will touch upon this only very
briefly in the end of this section.
The matrix-string action in this background is obtained from the supermembrane
action in the flat background, simply by rewriting it in terms of the new rotated (single-
valued) fields via (4.2) and by using the correspondence established in the last section.‡‡
We start from the flat space action
A =
∫
dτdσdρ
[1
2
(D0X
a)2 + iψTD0ψ − 1
4
{Xa, Xb}2 + iψTΓa{Xa, ψ}
]
(4.6)
where we have already redefined the normalization of ψ from (2.1). Also note that in
this section, we set the length scales L = 1, 2πα′ = 1 for simplicity of formulas. Now
by applying the transformation (4.2), the action in terms of the rotated fields is given
‡‡ In preparing the present manuscript, we became aware of the work [14] which discusses a matrix-
string version of the Kaluza-Klein Melvin background from the viewpoint of the standard DLCQ approach
to the compactification of Matrix models. We hope that our treatment provides a complementary account
to this important problem.
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by replacing the world volume derivatives ∂α (α = τ, σ, ρ) with the following ‘covariant
derivatives’ ∇α
∇αXm = ∂αXm + q∂αY ǫmnXn,
∇αX i = ∂αX i, ∇αY = ∂αY,
∇αψ = ∂αψ − q
2
∂αY Γ78ψ, (4.7)
where the indices i denote the ‘trivial’ transverse directions (i = 1, . . . , 6) and the direc-
tions where rotation is performed are indicated by m,n, p = 7, 8. The action reads
A =
∫
dτdσdρ
[1
2
(D0Y )
2 +
1
2
(D0X
i)2 +
1
2
(∇0Xm − {A,Xm}∇)2 − 1
2
{Y,X i}2
−1
2
{Y,Xm}2∇ −
1
4
{X i, Xj}2 − 1
2
{X i, Xm}2∇ −
1
4
{Xm, Xn}2∇ + iψT∇0ψ
−iψT{A,ψ}∇ + iψTΓi{X i, ψ}∇ + iψTΓ9{Y, ψ}∇ + iψTΓm{Xm, ψ}∇
]
, (4.8)
where subscript ∇ means that the Poisson bracket is evaluated using the above covariant
derivatives. The action has the order O(q0)-, O(q1)- and O(q2)- parts. The q0-part is
of course the same as the original action except for the fact that the fields are now the
redefined ones. The q1- and q2- parts are given as
Aq
1
= q
∫
dτdσdρ ǫmn
[
−D0Y D0XmXn + {X i, Y }{X i, Xm}Xn
+{Xp, Y }{Xp, Xm}Xn − iψTΓmXn{Y, ψ}
− i
4
ψTΓmnψD0Y − i
4
ψTΓiΓmnψ{X i, Y }
]
, (4.9)
Aq
2
= q2
∫
dτdσdρ
[1
2
(D0Y )
2(Xm)2 − 1
2
{X i, Y }2(Xm)2 − 1
2
(Xm{Xm, Y })2
]
(4.10)
Here we have directly applied the coordinate transformation to the light-cone action.
However, it is easy to check that we obtain the same result if we first make the coordinate
transformation and afterwards go to the light-cone gauge. The covariant action resulting
from the latter procedure is in fact given in [16]. We have explicitly checked that the
Hamiltonian obtained from our procedure (i.e. using the action (4.9), (4.10)) in the
A0 = 0 gauge agrees with the light-cone-gauge Hamiltonian obtained from the covariant
action of [16]. This is as expected since the coordinate rotation is performed in the
transverse directions, so the light-cone gauge fixing and the rotation should commute.
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We also note that when the gauge field A0 is integrated over, the dependence on the
background charge q becomes nonpolynomial.
To study the compactified membrane, we perform the shift Y → ρ + Y in the above
action. As we have seen in section 2, after the substitution, Y plays the the role of the
σ-component of 2-dimensional gauge field. The resulting order O(q) and O(q2) actions
are
Aq
1
= q
∫
dτdσdρ ǫmn
[
− F0,σD0XmXn +DYσX i{X i, Xm}Xn
+DYσX
p{Xp, Xm}Xn + iψTΓmXnDYσ ψ
− i
4
ψTΓmnψF0,σ − i
4
ψTΓiΓmnψD
Y
σ X
i
]
, (4.11)
Aq
2
= q2
∫
dτdσdρ
[1
2
(F0,σ)
2(Xm)2 − 1
2
(DYσX
i)2(Xm)2 − 1
2
(XmDYσX
m)2
]
(4.12)
where DYσ and F0,σ are those defined in section 2 (with L = 1).
Now we follow the correspondence between compactified membrane and Matrix string
and obtain the Matrix-string representation of the action. The dictionary of the corre-
spondence is given in the table in section 3. Especially, the Poisson brackets of membrane
fields correspond to the commutators of matrices in the leading order in the large N limit.
Also, the orbifold boundary condition (3.15) must be kept in mind. q-independent part of
the action is quadratic in the fields when we regard Poisson brackets as a single unit, and
it was shown in section 3 that this part is mapped to the Matrix-string action in the flat
background. The order q1-part and q2-part are cubic and quartic in the fields respectively,
treating the Poisson bracket as a single unit. Using the general formula (3.20), we can
easily see that to the leading order in the large N limit up to O(1/N2) correction, they
are expressed using the symmetrized trace as follows.
Aq
1
= q
∫
dτdθ ǫmn STr
[
− F0,θD0XmXn + iDθX i[X i, Xm]Xn
+iDθX
p[Xp, Xm]Xn + iψTΓmX
nDθψ
− i
4
ψTΓmnψF0,θ − i
4
ψTΓiΓmnψDθX
i
]
(4.13)
Aq
2
= q2
∫
dτ
∫
dθ STr
[1
2
(F0,θ)
2(Xm)2 − 1
2
(DθX
i)2(Xm)2 − 1
2
(XmDθX
m)2
]
(4.14)
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where we have performed the rescaling as in the flat case. The definitions of covariant
derivatives and field strength are as follows.
DθX
i = ∂θX
i − i[Y,X i], D0X i = ∂τX i − i[A,X i],
F0,θ = ∂τY − ∂θA− i[A, Y ].
In the linearized approximation where we ignore the O(q2) terms, we can derive equiv-
alent results as ours using the membrane vertex operator or matrix-string vertex operator
as studied in refs. [19] or [20], respectively, provided we perform a field redefinition of
the space-time spinor field corresponding to a change of local Lorentz frame. In contrast
to the linearized approximation, however, our result should be valid to all orders in q.
For the sake of future reference and also as a consistency check, we briefly describe the
correspondence of our result with the linearized approximation in Appendix B.
Finally, let us briefly touch upon the case where the transformed spinor ψ is antiperi-
odic along the ρ direction. In this case, we need to introduce half-integer Kaluza-Klein
modes for spinors. The Fourier decomposition
ψ(σ, ρ) =
∑
n
ψn+1/2(σ)e
i(n+1/2)ρ (4.15)
and the Poisson bracket between the zero mode coordinate
{x(σ), ψ(σ, ρ)} = i∑ ∂σx(σ)(n + 1
2
)ψn+1/2(σ)e
i(n+1/2)ρ (4.16)
suggest that a natural extension of our procedure discussed in section 3 is to double the
range of matrix indices N → 2N and to assume that the bosonic matrix variables have
only even-even and odd-odd elements while the spinor matrix variables have odd-even (or
even-odd) elements. Thus the number of (real) matrix components for bosons is 2N2. As
2N × 2N matrices, the off-diagonal matrix elements of bosonic matrix-string fields are
nonzero only for ‘even’ off diagonal lines with the differences between row and column
being restricted to even integers. Correspondingly, the fermion matrices are now assumed
to be complex N ×N . Let us denote even integers by m,n, . . . and odd ones by p, q, . . ..
We associate the integer KK mode numbers with differences among (m,n, . . .) and among
(p, q, . . .), while the half-integer KK modes numbers with differences between (m,n, . . .)
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and (p, q, . . .). Then the correspondence of matrix-string field and membrane field for
spinors is
ψp,m(θ)↔ ψ(p−m)/2(σ) (4.17)
with the hermiticity condition ψ†p,m = ψm,p. As before the correspondence of the σ and
θ coordinates is σ = (p +m − 2)π/2N + θ/2N (p,m modulo 2N). The bracket relation
(4.16) can then be naturally interpreted as a commutator between bosonic and spinor
matrices, for the derivative (n+1/2)∂σx can be interpreted as the difference between the
odd-odd and even-even diagonal matrices of bosons.
The gauge symmetry is now U(N)×U(N) under which the bosonic matrix variables
transform as adjoint representation, while the spinors transform as the bifundamental
(N,N) representation. Note also that the boundary condition with respect to θ → θ+2π
connects the even-even and odd-odd matrices in the bosonic case, while in the fermionic
case it connects even-odd to odd-even. The appearance of similar gauge structure for
type 0A or Melvin background has previously been pointed out in [15, 14] within the
standard approach to matrix string. In our approach, the theory is completely local
on the world volume because of our transformation (4.2) to the single-valued (double-
valuded for antiperiodic fermions) world-volume fields at the level of the membrane theory.
Although we do not elaborate along this direction further in the present paper, it would be
an interesting problem to investigate membrane and matrix strings in the Kaluza-Klein
Melvin background using our approach from the viewpoint of duality of type 0 and II
theories.
5. Concluding remarks
In the present work, we have developed a method of directly mapping the theory of super-
membrane wrapped along a circle to matrix string theory and discussed its implications
and applications. We hope that our observations may provide new impetus toward further
exploration of the dynamics of membranes and matrix strings. Here we mention some
remaining problems and future possibilities.
An interesting possibility is to apply our method to the covariant treatments of (super)
membrane. For a relatively recent attempt of covariant quantization of membrane in 10
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dimensional sense, see e.g. ref. [21]. Unfortunately, the method of the latter reference
does not seem convenient for double compactification, because of their gauge choice for
fermion degrees of freedom. If this were successfully done, we would have a covariant
version of matrix string theory. It is also desirable to prove Lorentz invariance directly
using the matrix-string language.
In connection to covariantization, another intriguing question might be whether our
procedure of making correspondence between Poisson bracket and matrix commutator
can be extended usefully to higher bracket structures such as the Nambu bracket, which
seems to be relevant [22] for fully covariantized formulation of membranes.
Besides these and other possibilities of extending our formalism, one of the most crucial
problems related to our work is to study the possibility of generating 11 dimensional grav-
ity dynamically from supermembrane or matrix string. Since our correspondence provides
a clear physical picture for matrix string variables including the off-diagonal elements from
the viewpoint of 11 dimensional membrane theory, we may proceed to explore the behav-
ior of D-particles using membrane-matrix picture in the decompactification limit L→∞.
For this direction, it seems important to formulate the detailed dynamical properties of
D-particles in our membrane-matrix-string approach.
We hope to return to some of these issues in the near future.
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Appendix A
In this Appendix, we report preliminary results of a quantum mechanical study on
the double dimensional reduction. It is believed that the supermembrane in 11 dimen-
sions wrapped around a circle becomes the type IIA superstring in 10 dimensions by a
simultaneous dimensional reduction of the world-volume and space-time. In [6], this was
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shown classically, i.e. by simply discarding the dependence of the fields on the compact
direction. Let us try to give a justification to this picture by studying the quantum effec-
tive action. Contrary to the classical argument, we keep the Kaluza-Klein modes on the
membrane world-volume and integrate them out. We analyze the behavior in the limit of
small compactification radius by a strong coupling expansion and see whether quantum
corrections affect the string action.
Start from light-cone supermembrane action
A = (2π)2/ℓ3M
∫
dτ
∫ 2π
0
dσ
∫ 2πL
0
dρ
(1
2
(D0X
i)2 +
1
2
(D0Y )
2 − 1
4
{X i, Xj}2 − 1
2
{X i, Y }2
+iψTD0ψ + iψ
TΓi{X i, ψ}+ iψTΓ9{Y, ψ}
)
. (A.1)
To study the compactified membrane, we set the background of Y equal to the world
volume spatial direction ρ.
Y (σ, ρ, τ)→ ρ+ Y (σ, ρ, τ), (A.2)
Y (σ, ρ, τ) =
∑
n 6=0
einρ/LYn(σ, τ). (A.3)
Other fields are decomposed into ρ-independent and ρ-dependent parts.
X i(σ, ρ, τ)→ xi(σ, τ) +X i(σ, ρ, τ), ψ(σ, ρ, τ)→ ψ(σ, τ) + Ψ(σ, ρ, τ),
A(σ, ρ, τ)→ a(σ, τ) + A(σ, ρ, τ), (A.4)
where X , A and Ψ are periodic in ρ:
X i(σ, ρ, τ) =
∑
n 6=0
einρ/LX in(σ, τ), Ψ(σ, ρ, τ) =
∑
n 6=0
einρ/LΨn(σ, τ), (A.5)
A(σ, ρ, τ) =
∑
n 6=0
einρ/LAn(σ, τ).
We can treat the ρ-independent part as background and ρ-dependent part as fluctua-
tions, since the ρ-dependent part starts from quadratic order. Classical action for the
backgrounds is nothing but the type IIA string action in 10 dimensions.
The most convenient gauge choice for the fluctuations (A, X i, Y ) is the standard
background field gauge condition:
∂0A− {a, A}+ {xi, X i}+ {ρ, Y } = 0. (A.6)
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This condition remains invariant if the gauge parameter is independent of ρ, for which
the background and fluctuations transform as
δa = ∂0λ, δx
i = 0, δρ = ∂σλ, (A.7)
δA = {λ,A}, δX i = {λ,X i}, δY = {λ, Y }. (A.8)
Note that this residual gauge freedom is used to bring Y to the form (A.2). The gauge-
fixing term and the ghost action for the background field gauge are as follows.
Lgf = −1
2
(∂0A− {a, A}+ {xi, X i} − ∂σY )2, (A.9)
Lgh = −∂0C(∂0C − {a, C} − {A,C}) + {a, C}(∂0C − {a, C} − {A,C})
+∂σC(∂σC − {Y, C}) + {xi, C}({xi, C}+ {X i, C}), (A.10)
where C and C are also periodic in ρ
C(σ, ρ, τ) =
∑
n 6=0
einρ/LCn(σ, τ), C(σ, ρ, τ) =
∑
n 6=0
einρ/LC(σ, τ). (A.11)
Now to study the small compactification limit L→ 0, we make a rescaling
ρ→ Lρ. (A.12)
As mentioned in section 2, 1/L plays the role of the gauge coupling. We compute the
effective action in expansion of L, which is essentially the strong coupling expansion. We
use the Euclidean formulation
τ → −iτ, a→ ia, A→ iA. (A.13)
The fluctuations are also rescaled as
A→ LA, X i → LX i, Y → LY, Ψ→
√
LΨ, C → LC. (A.14)
The action at each order of L is given as follows. The subscript ‘0, 1, 2’ indicate the order
with respect to L and the subscript ‘bg’ means the term containing only the background
field. First, the parts which contain no spinor fields (ψ, Ψ) are
LB = LB,bg + LB,0 + L1LB,1 + L2LB,2, (A.15)
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LB,bg = 1
2
(∂0x
i)2 +
1
2
(∂σx
i)2 +
1
2
(∂σa)
2, (A.16)
LB,0 = 1
2
((∂σa)
2 + (∂σx
i)2)(∂ρX
j)2 +
1
2
((∂σa)
2 + (∂σx
i)2)(∂ρY )
2
+
1
2
((∂σa)
2 + (∂σx
i)2)(∂ρA)
2 − i((∂σa)2 + (∂σxi)2)∂ρC¯∂ρC, (A.17)
LB,1 = −2∂0xi{A,X i} − 2∂σa{Y,A} − 2∂σxi{Y,X i}
−∂σa∂0A∂ρA− ∂σa∂0Y ∂ρY − ∂σa∂0X i∂ρX i
−∂σa∂ρY {Y,A} − ∂σa∂ρX i{X i, A}
−∂σxi∂ρA{A,X i} − ∂σxi∂ρY {Y,X i} − ∂σxi∂ρXj{Xj, X i}
+i∂σa∂0C∂ρC + i∂σa∂ρC∂0C
+i∂σa∂ρC{C,A}+ i∂σxi∂ρC{C,X i}, (A.18)
LB,2 = 1
2
(∂0A)
2 +
1
2
(∂0X
i)2 +
1
2
(∂0Y )
2 +
1
2
(∂σA)
2 +
1
2
(∂σX
i)2 +
1
2
(∂σY )
2
+∂σA{A, Y }+ ∂σX i{X i, Y }+ ∂0X i{X i, A}+ ∂0Y {Y,A}
+
1
2
{A,X i}2 + 1
2
{A, Y }2 + 1
2
{X i, Y }2 + 1
4
{X i, Xj}2
−i∂0C∂0C − i∂σC∂σC + i∂0C{A,C}+ i∂σC{Y, C}. (A.19)
The parts containing spinor fields are
LF = LF,bg + LF,0 + L1/2LF,1/2 + L1LF,1, (A.20)
LF,bg = ψT∂0ψ + iψTΓ9∂σψ, (A.21)
LF,0 = −ΨT∂σa∂ρΨ− iΨTΓi∂σxi∂ρΨ, (A.22)
LF,1/2 = 2ΨT∂ρA∂σψ + 2iΨTΓ9∂ρY ∂σψ + 2iΨTΓi∂ρX i∂σψ, (A.23)
LF,1 = ΨT∂0Ψ+ΨTΓ9∂σΨ
−ΨT{A,Ψ} − iΨTΓ9{Y,Ψ} − iΨTΓi{X i,Ψ}. (A.24)
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We regard the order L0-parts as the free action. Substituting the Fourier expansions
(A.3), (A.5) and (A.11) into the action, L0-part in terms of the Kaluza-Klein modes reads
A0 =
(2π)3L
2ℓ3M
∫
dτdσ
[
n2((∂σa)
2 + (∂σx
i)2)AnA−n + n
2((∂σa)
2 + (∂σx
i)2)XjnX
j
−n
+n2((∂σa)
2 + (∂σx
i)2)YnY−n − 2in2((∂σa)2 + (∂σxi)2)CnC−n
−2nΨn(∂σa+ Γi∂σxi)Ψ−n
]
. (A.25)
The propagators for X in, Ψn are thus given as
〈X i−n(ξ)Xjn(ξ′)〉 =
δij
n2
G(ξ, ξ′),
〈Ψ−n(ξ)Ψn(ξ′)〉 = −i
2n
(∂σa− iΓi∂σxi)G(ξ, ξ′), (A.26)
G(ξ, ξ′) =
1
(∂σa)2 + (∂σxi)2
δ(2)(ξ − ξ′),
where ξ = τ, σ and we set (2π)3L/ℓ3M = 1 for brevity. Propagators for other fields are
given similarly. We restrict the background configurations where the U(1) gauge field
which have no dynamics is set to zero (a = 0).
In our strong coupling expansion, the free part contain no derivatives of the fluctu-
ations with respect to the world-sheet coordinates τ, σ. As emphasized in the text, this
ultra-local action necessarily leads to the propagators which are proportional to the delta
function and lead to the UV divergences δ(0) upon loop calculations, thus for a rigorous
treatment, we need a regularization. Since, as already alluded to in the discussion in sec-
tion 2, it seems difficult to find a suitable regularization (which respects supersymmetry
etc.), we only give a formal and partial argument for the vanishing quantum correction
at low orders in L, by demonstrating that the coefficients of the divergence vanish after
appropriately arranging these singular terms.
First of all, we see from (A.25) that the lowest order correction, coming from logarithm
of the one-loop determinant actually vanishes due to the matching of the bosonic and
fermionic degrees of freedom (8 (=10-2) bosonic d.o.f : X i, Y, A, C, C; 8 (=16/2) fermionic
d.o.f: Ψ) . We shall see the vanishing of a few low order terms in similar way.
The contribution to the effective action obviously does not have terms of half-integer
order in L, for they are associated with odd number of fermionic fluctuations. The effective
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(a1) (b1) (c1)
(a2) (b2) (c2)
Figure 1: The order L2 contributions to the effective action. (a1),(a2): 〈LB,1LB,1〉,
(b1),(b2): 〈LB,2〉, and (c1),(c2): 〈LF,1LF,1〉, respectively. Solid line denotes the prop-
agators of bosonic fields or ghosts and dotted line denotes the propagators of spinor
fields.
action at order L would come from 〈LB,1〉, 〈LF,1〉 and 〈LF,1/2LF,1/2〉. However, these three
contributions vanish separately for the following reasons. First, 〈LB,1〉 = 0 for there is
no way to self-contract LB,1 as we can see from (A.18). Also, 〈LF,1〉 = 0 as we can see
from (A.24) by noting that 〈ΨT∂0Ψ〉=〈ΨTΓ9∂σΨ〉= 0 due to TrΓi = TrΓiΓ9 = 0. Finally,
〈LF,1/2LF,1/2〉 = 0, for it is proportional to ∑n 6=0 1n which can be set to zero by symmetry.
At order L2, possible contributions which do not contain background spinor ψ come
from 〈LB,1LB,1〉, 〈LB,2〉 and 〈LF,1LF,1〉. Each one has one-loop and two-loop terms as
shown in the Figure. There are ambiguities in the evaluation of the effective action at this
order for we are dealing with the divergent quantities by formally treating the divergence
as δ(0). (One-loop terms are proportional to δ(0) and two-loop terms are proportional to
(δ(0))2, and hence they have different dimensions. )
We shall show that the one-loop contributions cancel. Explicit form of the one-loop
contributions are as follows. First, from the diagram of Figure (a1),
〈LB,1LB,1〉(one−loop) = −4
∫
d2ξ
∫
d2ξ′
∑
n 6=0
1
n2
[∂0x
i∂′0∂
′
σx
i∂σG(ξ, ξ
′)G(ξ, ξ′) + ∂σx
i∂′σ∂
′
σx
i∂σG(ξ, ξ
′)G(ξ, ξ′)], (A.27)
where ∂σx
i, ∂′σx
i means the argument of xi is ξ, ξ′ respectively and similarly for ∂0x
i,
∂′0x
i. From Figure (b1),
〈LB,2〉(one−loop) = −4
∫
d2ξ
∑
n 6=0
1
n2
lim
ξ→ξ′
[∂0∂
′
0G(ξ, ξ
′) + ∂σ∂
′
σG(ξ, ξ
′)]. (A.28)
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We rewrite this term by inserting the delta function
lim
ξ→ξ′
1 =
∫
d2ξ′δ(ξ − ξ′) =
∫
d2ξ′∂σx
i∂′σx
iG(ξ, ξ′) (A.29)
as
〈LB,2〉(one−loop) = −4
∫
d2ξ
∫
d2ξ′
∑
n 6=0
1
n2
∂σx
i∂′σx
i[∂0∂
′
0G(ξ, ξ
′)G(ξ, ξ′)+∂σ∂
′
σG(ξ, ξ
′)G(ξ, ξ′)].
(A.30)
From figure (c1),
〈LF,1LF,1〉(one−loop) = 4
∫
d2ξ
∫
d2ξ′
∑
n 6=0
1
n2
[∂σx
i∂′σx
iG(ξ, ξ′)∂0∂
′
0G(ξ, ξ
′)
+∂σx
i∂′σx
iG(ξ, ξ′)∂σ∂
′
σG(ξ, ξ
′) + ∂σx
i∂′0∂
′
σx
iG(ξ, ξ′)∂0G(ξ, ξ
′)
+∂σx
i∂′σ∂
′
σx
iG(ξ, ξ′)∂σG(ξ, ξ
′)]. (A.31)
Here, we have to note an ambiguity due to a formal treatment of divergent quantities.
In writing (A.31), we have assumed that the propagators for spinors are related to those
of bosons by 〈Ψ−n(ξ)Ψn(ξ′)〉 = −12nΓi∂σxi(ξ)G(ξ, ξ′), but if we have assigned the argument
of xi in a different way, (e.g. (∂σx
i(ξ) + ∂′σx
i(ξ′))/2), we would have a different answer.
The sum of the one-loop contributions to the effective action (A.27), (A.30) and (A.31)
vanish
〈LB,1LB,1〉(one−loop) + 〈LB,2〉(one−loop) + 〈LF,1LF,1〉(one−loop) = 0. (A.32)
To prove this, we have used ∂σG(ξ, ξ
′)G(ξ, ξ′) = 1
2
∂σ(G(ξ, ξ
′)G(ξ, ξ′)) and performed par-
tial integration.
We have also checked in a similar way that the order L2-contributions containing
background spinor ψ’s (two ψ’s: 〈LF,1/2LF,1/2LB,1〉; four ψ’s: 〈LF,1/2LF,1/2LF,1/2LF,1/2〉)
vanish essentially due to the antisymmetry of the ψ’s.
Two-loop contributions are more ambiguous and moreover we need an appropriate
regularization scheme for the infinite sum over the Kaluza-Klein level n. This is a difficult
question for which we do not have a definite answer.
Almost the same computations can be performed for the matrix-string case as well.
Therefore it is very difficult to really justify the reduction to 10 dimensions in the infrared
limit too. However, vanishing of all these corrections seems essential for justifying the
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reduction to diagonal elements and for establishing the equivalence of matrix string the-
ory with the perturbative superstring theory, such that the only remaining effect of the
string coupling is the usual string interaction which is described by the instanton effect
corresponding to the exchange of coincident eigenvalues of the diagonal matrices.
Appendix B
In section 4, we studied the correspondence between supermembrane and matrix string
on the Kaluza-Klein Melvin background. We started with a light-cone supermembrane
action in flat space-time in 11 dimensions and rewrote it in terms of the new coordinates
which are single-valued along the compactified direction. As a result of the coordinate
transformation, the action in terms of the new coordinates describes the supermembrane in
a curved background. In this appendix, as a simple consistency check, we confirm that the
leading part of the expansion of the curvature (q1-part) of the resulting membrane action
agrees with the linearized interaction between supermembrane and backgrounds derived
in [19]. Actually, this problem might sound trivial. However, it is not necessarily so in the
presence of fermions and we decided to include it here for the sake of avoiding possible
confusion, since to relate these two we have to perform a local Lorentz transformation for
spinors appropriately. In the usual treatment of linearized approximation such as [19], it
is not clear which local Lorentz frame is used for spinor fields.
The 11-dimensional background which we consider is
ds211 = −dt2 + dx21 + · · ·+ dx26 + dr2 + r2(dϕ+ qdy)2 + dy2 + dx210. (B.1)
This in the linearized approximation q ≪ 1 corresponds to the flat 10 dimensional space
with constant dilaton and a nontrivial magnetic vector field Aϕ = qr
2. The action at the
linear order in q is given as
Aq
1
= q
∫
dτdσdρ ǫmn[−D0Y D0XmXn + {X i, Y }{X i, Xm}Xn
+{Xp, Y }{Xp, Xm}Xn − iψTΓmXn{Y, ψ}
− i
4
ψTΓmnψD0Y − i
4
ψTΓiΓmnψ{X i, Y }] (B.2)
Now, in ref [19], ‘vertex operators for supermembrane’ are derived from the consistency
with supersymmetry, gauge symmetry and with vertex operators for string or particle
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upon reduction. For example, the vertex operator for graviton with transverse polarization
is given as
Vh = hab[D0X
aD0X
b − {Xa, Xc}{Xb, Xc}+ iψΓa{Xb, ψ}+ 1
2
D0X
aψTΓbcψkc
+
1
2
{Xa, Xc}ψTΓbcdψkd + 1
8
ψTΓacψψTΓbdψkckd]e
−ika
′
Xa
′
, (B.3)
where we have flipped the signs of the coefficients of the fermion bilinears from the ones
in [19] because of the difference of our convention.
Using (B.3) and the linearization of the the background (B.1)
hm9 = −qǫmnxn = −iqǫmn ∂
∂kn
,
the coupling to the background at O(q1) is obtained as
A
(q1)
int = q
∫
dτdσdρ ǫmn[−D0Y D0XmXn + {X i, Y }{X i, Xm}Xn + {Xp, Y }{Xp, Xm}Xn
− i
2
ψTΓm{Y, ψ}Xn − i
2
ψTΓ9{Xm, ψ}Xn − i
4
D0X
mψTΓ9nψ − i
4
D0Y ψ
TΓmnψ
− i
4
{Xm, X i}ψTΓ9inψ − i
4
{Xm, Xp}ψTΓ9pnψ − i
4
{Y,X i}ψTΓminψ]. (B.4)
The purely bosonic part agrees with our result as it should. It turns out that the fermion
part (B.2) is related to that of (B.4) by a redefinition of the fermionic fields by
ψ → e q4 ǫmnXmΓn9ψ = ψ + q
4
ǫmnXmΓn9ψ +O(q
2). (B.5)
This is an allowed transformation, which does not change the fermion boundary condition,
and corresponds to a transformation of local Lorentz frame for spinors. In curved space-
time, there is always such an ambiguity. In fact, curved space action must be formulated
such that it is invariant under the change of local Lorentz frame. However, the discussion
of vertex operators in ref. [19] tacitly assumed a special gauge choice for this gauge degrees
of freedom to ensure manifest world-volume supersymmetry. After the rotation (B.5), the
action acquires additional contribution A˜q
1
to the q1 part
A˜q
1
= q
∫
dτdσdρ ǫmn[− i
4
D0X
mψTΓ9nψ − i
4
{Xm, X i}ψTΓ9inψ
− i
4
{Xm, Xp}ψTΓ9pnψ + i
2
ψTXmΓ9{Xn, ψ} − i
2
ψTXmΓn{Y, ψ}]. (B.6)
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The sum Aq
1
+ A˜q
1
is precisely the linearized coupling obtained from the vertex operator
for membranes (B.4).
By making conversion to the matrix-string theory following our prescription, this
should be equivalent with the result we obtain by using the approach of ref. [20], which is
based on the standard duality arguments and only analyzed, though, the zero-th moments
of external fields.
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